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Abstract. The calculation of the smoke layer interface height in case a fire breaks out in an atrium is determinant 
to make an appropriate fire safety system design. Most of the expressions used to calculate it assume no mass flow 
through the smoke layer interface. 
 

With this object a numerical model that simulate fire-induced thermal and fluid fields in an atrium using 
the finite volumes procedure code FLUENT has been developed. The model has been validated from new full-scale 
fire experimental tests performed at the ‘Fire Atrium’ of the Technological Metal Centre, Murcia, Spain. At the 
present work the experimental data from one fire experiment are shown. In this experiment an heptane pool fire 
placed at the centre of the floor was used, releasing an average heat of 1.8 MW. 
 

A comparison between one empirical expression commonly used and an experimental temperature 
criterion, both for computing the smoke layer interface height, with the one predicted by the model is performed. 
The model agrees better with the second one and shows a mass of air across the smoke layer interface should be 
taken into account. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Smoke management is one of the most important aspects of fire protection as smoke is, together with heat, often 
the main dangerous factor in an indoor fire. 

 
When a fire takes place on the floor of an atrium the hot smoke will rise up to the ceiling. This smoke will be 

accumulated and will form a smoke layer depending on the smoke exhaust rate of the exhaust system. This system 
must assure good enough conditions for the hot gases smoke and temperatures not to pose a health hazard that put at 
risk the occupants’ lives[1], keeping the smoke layer over a height, Zsmoke, larger than the highest level reached by 
the occupants of the atrium to give enough time to evacuate them. For a tall atrium, the evacuation time to fill up 
80% of the space with smoke might be considered[2]. Depending on the building dimensions heights of 3 or 4 m are 
also accepted for the design of smoke management systems. 

 
Nowadays, most of the atria smoke exhaust systems designs are based on code-type equations and correlation-

based methods. However, these are very general equations not always accurate enough for this type of buildings 
leading to not optimized designs in capacity, localization and cost. 

 
It is usually supposed that in enclosure fire conditions there are two clear different layers at the room, the smoke 

and the clear and cool air layer, and that no mass flow interchange between both layers happens. It is appropriated 
for small rooms. However, it has been recently demonstrated that, for fires in atria with a mechanical smoke exhaust 
system installed at the ceiling with floor air inlet to give an air inlet mass flow, this assumption is not very precise[3, 

4]. The use of the equations and correlation-based methods above mentioned might be non recommendable. There is 
a mass flow across the layers’ interface that in quasi-steady state depends on the heat release rate and on the number 
of air changes per hour. This mass flow has to be taken into account to compute the smoke layer height and so the 
exhaust rate of the smoke extraction system to be mounted. 

 
Due to the increase on the computational power, and the numerous numerical and validation studies performed 

the CFD is becoming an important and reliable tool for fire safety systems building designs[5-7]. This is inducing a 
change from prescriptive-based to performance-based methodologies and codes[8, 9]. 
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For the present work a CFD fire model has been developed using the finite volumes procedure code FLUENT. 

This model has been validated using experimental data obtained from full-scale burning tests carried out at the “Fire 
Atrium” new burning facility. 

 
Finally, the fire field model predicted data have been compared with other expressions used to calculate the 

smoke layer height for a quasi-steady state atrium enclosure fire, demonstrating again the utility and accuracy of 
CFD for fire understanding and prevention and for smoke exhaust system design in atria. 

 

2 PLANT AND MEASURING EQUIPMENT 

The experiments have been carried out at the “Fire Atrium” of the Technological Metal Centre, in Murcia, 
Spain. It is an aluminium prismatic squared base which dimensions are 19.5 m x 19.5 m x 20 m, with pyramidal 
shaped roof, see figure 1. It has four exhaust fans set up at the roof and several vents arranged in a no symmetrical 
way in its walls. For the experiment of the present work a standard pool-fire (21-b) of 0.92 m diameter has been 
placed at the centre of its base. 

 
 

 

Wall D 
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Vents 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Plant scheme. 
 
The variables measured were walls, ceiling and air temperatures and also air through the vents velocity and 

pressure at the exhaust fans. There are 61 sensors in all, see table 1. 
 

Sensor Type of sensor Number of sensors 
Temperature Thermocouple K 26 
Temperature Pt 100 26 

Pressure Capacitive transducer 4 
Velocity Hot wire anemometer 5 

 
Table 1. Type and number of sensors at the plant. 

There are three vertical sections where the sensors are set up: wall A section, wall C section, and a central 
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section parallel to the two sections before. There are also sensors set up at the roof and the exhaust fans. 

 
Wall A and C have both four sensors placed at five and fifteen meters high to measure the temperature of the 

wall. These walls contain also eight and nine sensors respectively at the heights of five, ten and fifteen meters that 
register the temperature of the air close to the wall, 30 cm inside. There are also installed temperature and velocity 
sensors at the centre of each vent. Wall A has three vents and Wall C has two vents. 

 
The central section contains twelve temperature sensors arranged at three different heights, five, nine and 

thirteen meters. Three of them are placed over the pool fire and the rest are mounted six meters from the centre on 
the side next to Wall B and three meters from the centre on both sides. 

 
Finally, four temperature sensors measure the temperature of the roof. At the exhaust fans closest to the Wall A 

and the Wall C an absolute pressure sensor, a differential pressure sensor and a temperature sensor were also 
installed. 

 
The weather conditions have been recorded using a meteorological station. 

 

3 NUMERICAL MODEL 

A numerical model has been built in order to simulate the thermal and fluid fields induced by an enclosure fire 
into an atrium. The three-dimensional geometry has been created using GAMBIT. Later this model has been 
implemented using the finite volumes procedure code FLUENT. 

 
Due to the high symmetry characteristics of the topology of the experiment employed to validate this model, see 

next section, it has been studied only a quarter of the ‘Fire Atrium’ in order to require less computational cost. A 
quasi-structured non-uniform grid of 89000 cells, approximately, has been used, where cells have been refined near 
the pool-fire, see figure 2. Steady-state simulations have been performed with a segregated solver. The SIMPLE 
algorithm[10, 11] has been used to solve the coupling between continuity and momentum equations through pressure 
and the PRESTO! scheme has been used to discretize the momentum equation. QUICK scheme[12], which is 
supposed to be accurate on structured grids aligned with the flow direction, has been used for the rest of the 
discretizations. 

 

a) b) c) 

 
 

Figure 2. Domain mesh: Walls’ mesh in a), roof’s mesh in b) and symmetry planes’ mesh in c). 
 
Standard k-ε turbulence model[13] has been used. In combustion processes, such as the one of this work, thermal 

radiation plays an important role. To model radiation it has been used the P1 radiation model[14, 15], which is the 
simplest case of the more general P-N model. 

 
For the walls, the roof and the ground it has been set a logarithmic wall-law for both temperature and pressure 

fields. Walls and roof are made of aluminium and they are 6 mm thick. It has been used a mixed heat transfer model 
to simulate heat exchange with the outer atmosphere, which takes into account convective and radiative outer heat 
transfer. A radiation heat transfer model has been used for the ground. 

  
The vents have been modelled as outer air inlets which generate pressure losses equal to the 30 % of the 

dynamic pressure. 
A constant pressure drop has been set to simulate the steady state at the exhaust fans which generates a mass 
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flow outlet equal to the one measured at the experiment. 

 
In order to simulate the heptane’s combustion, the species transport combustion model has been used. The 

combustion is supposed to be mixing-limited. This means that turbulence slowly mixes fuel and oxidizer into the 
reaction zones where they burn quickly. And so, the Eddy-Dissipation-Model, based on the work of Magnussen and 
Hjertager[16], has been used. The pool-fire has been simulated as a cylindrical volume with its same dimensions (0.2 
m high and a diameter of 0.92 m). A constant uniform injection rate of vaporized heptane is set at the top of the 
pool as 
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where vρ  is the vaporized heptane’s density (4.25 kg/m3),  is the pool’s diameter and the mean burning rate, 
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4 MODEL VALIDATION 

4.1 Test characteristics 

The experimental case presented at this work was held in the month of July, 2005. The weather conditions were 
soft wind, atmospheric pressure of 1018 mbar and ambient temperature equal to 28.9 ºC. 

 
As it has been said before, it was used a standard pool-fire (21-b) of diameter equal to 0.92 m placed at the 

centre of the atrium’s base which contained 52 litres of heptane fuel, see figure 3 a). Only the vents of Wall A and C 
were opened in a symmetrical layout, see figure 3 b). The combustion lasted 883 s and the average heat release rate 
computed was 1.8 MW.  

 
b)a) 

   
 

Figure 3. Pool-fire with D = 0.92 n and H = 0.2 m, in a), and test topology, in b). 

4.2 Results and discussion 

A comparison between the averaged experimental data obtained with the predicted results from numerical 
simulation is done for the validation of the model. 

 
In table 2, data from the exhaust fans are compared. The flow through the exhaust fans predicted numerically is 

a little bit smaller than the one measured experimentally. This can cause the difference in the outlet flow’s 
temperature, that is also due to the fact that it is being compared a steady-state simulation with quasi-steady 
experimental results. These discrepancies will be bigger at the upper part of the ‘Fire Atrium’, as the hot gases from 
the plume hit directly on the roof. 

 
 
 

Exhaust fan Predicted Data Results registered 
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Flow Temperature Flow Temperature 

Closest to Wall A 3.4 390.8 3.7 367.2 
Closest to Wall D 3.4 391.1 Not measured experimentally 

 
Table 2. Air flow through the exhaust fans, in m3/s, and hot air temperature, in K. 

 
In the same way, the predicted temperature of the roof is higher than the experimental one, see figure 4. The 

differences are smaller than 13 K, so a good agreement between numerical and experimental data is achieved. 
 

347.35 K Exp 
359.56 K Num 

349.45 K Exp 
362.34 K Num 

Wall A  
 

Figure 4. Comparison between experimental and numerical results for the roof temperature. 
 
Wall temperatures obtained numerically show a maximum difference respect to measured experimental data 

smaller than 7 K, see figure 5 b), whereas the air close to Wall A temperatures show a maximum difference smaller 
than 10 K, see figure 5 a). Numerical temperatures are higher than experimental temperatures at the higher zones of 
Wall A due to the same reason commented above. However, at the lower zones the experimental results are higher 
than the predicted ones because of the effect of radiation over the sensors. Anyway, the model’s predictions agree 
well with the experimental data. 

 

358.85 K Exp 
368.79 K Num 

352.25 K Exp 
354.79 K Num 

325.55 K Exp 
328.48 K Num 

335.35 K Exp 
336.12 K Num

320.15 K Exp 
313.89 K Num 

308.55 K Exp 
302.43 K Num 

 
 
Figure 5. Comparison between experimental and numerical results for the air close to the Wall A temperature, 

in a), and for the Wall A temperature, in b). 
 
Comparison between experimental and numerical temperatures at the central section shows relative big 

differences over the plume, see figure 6. These might be probably owed to the combination of three factors: first, 
the heat insulation of the temperature sensors that makes these measure air temperatures lower than the real ones, 
second, the combustion model is also not the most accurate available in Fluent, however it is quite proper to 
simulate pool-fires, and, finally, the P1 radiation model is known to over-predict temperatures near a heat source, 
although it is proper for combustion modelling. The other three temperature points show good agreement between 
experimental and numerical data. 
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369.15 K Exp 
436.66 K Num 

383.15 K Exp 
483.98 K Num 

492.15 K Exp 
665.75 K Num 

356.85 K Exp 
361.70 K Num 

357.15 K Exp 
352.94 K Num 

346.65 K Exp 
344.74 K Num 

 
 

Figure 6. Comparison between experimental and numerical results for the air flow temperature at the central 
section, seen from Wall A. 

 

5 SMOKE HEIGHT COMPARISON 

As it has been mentioned before, in an atrium it is very important to have an appropriate smoke exhaust system 
that, in case of fire, is capable to maintain the smoke layer in a height that does not put at risk the lives of the 
occupants during a period of time enough to evacuate them. 

 
For an atrium fire with quasi-steady venting conditions it can be found many expressions at the technical 

bibliography to compute the height of the smoke layer[1], Zsmoke. One of the most commonly used is the expression 
5
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where  is the convective portion of heat release rate of the fire (kW), and  is the exhaust mass 
flow rate (kg/s). In this expression no mass flow through the smoke layer interface is supposed. 

convectiveQ& exhaustm&

 
Recently, Chow et al[4] have studied  the mass flow rate across the layer interface in an atrium with mechanical 

exhaust system concluding that it should be taken into account, and that so the expression (3) should be modified. 
At the experiments, Chow et al[19] take the smoke layer interface height as the one where the expression 

( ) 00max1.0 TTTT +−≡ ,  (4) 

is fulfilled, being  the ambient temperature and  the maximum smoke temperature measured at the 
vertical column of sensors. 

0T maxT

 
For the present work, these two expressions are compared with the predicted data obtained from our model for 

two different vertical lines located each one at one different central section of the ‘Fire Atrium’ respectively, see 
figure 7. 
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Line1 Line2

Wall A  
 

Figure 7. Location of the two lines defined at the central sections. View from the outer corner. 
 

The model shows that there are large temperature and oxygen mole fraction gradients that locate the smoke layer 
interface at around 3 m high, see figure 8. It can not be fixed an only height for the smoke layer since depending on 
the atrium geometry and the air intake openings’ layout there will be more smoke concentration in some parts of the 
atrium than in others for the same height, see figure 8 b). The expression (3) estimates a Zsmoke= Z1 higher than the 
results predicted by the model, whereas these agree better with the temperature criterion used by Chow, which is 
more accurate. 

 
The mass flow through the layers’ interface should be taken into account as it does the numerical model. It can 

be critical when building design is being performed as it can involve unnecessary investments, wrong smoke 
exhaust system location and capacity, or even human losses. 
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Figure 8. Temperature distribution for line1 and line2, in a). Oxygen mass fraction distribution for line1 and line2, 

in b). Z1 is the smoke layer height from (3) and Z2 from (4). 
 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

A numerical model has been developed for simulating atrium enclosure fires using the commercial code Fluent. 
 
A validation study has been done. The model shows good agreement with the experimental data from a fire test 

carried out at the ‘Fire Atrium’. 
 
A comparison between different expressions for computing the smoke layer interface height for an atrium fire 

with quasi-steady venting conditions with the results predicted by the model is performed. The model agrees well 
with the expression proposed by Chow that takes into account the mass flow through the smoke layer interface. The 
model also agrees with the temperature criterion used by Chow to locate the smoke layer height. 

 
This work represents a new proof of CFD computing power to predict fire conditions reliably and so its value 

for building fire safety design. 
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